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The New Jaguar F-typeThe first original  Jaguar F-type arrived back in 2013. 

There are two main features that come to define an F-type, its divine 

aluminium bodywork, and the sounds it creates. The Jaguar F-Type is a 

perfect addition to the British firm. Providing drivers with a thrilling 

experience with whichever variant you pick. 

The Jaguar F-Type is also nationally praised as one of the est looking open-

top sports cars on sale. This all combined explains the F-types success as it 

appeases the demands of the driving enthusiasts and the style all in one. 

The F-type is available with a turbocharged with 4 cylinders which aren’t 

going to be very popular. There will still be a variant with a V6 or V8 

supercharged motor. However, that will still be an F-type that costs around 

£50, 000 new and can average around 40mpg when at cruise. 

The Jaguar F-Type will remain a stunning, elegant looking car with a classical 

sporting layout. The will always retain a strong appeal. Jaguar has 

accomplished the lighter F-type with a dynamic match. The F-type price is 

ranged to take sales away from Porsche 911 and Boxster S. Which means 

that there is more money for value for money with a higher spec. The rear 

driving handline is great as it does so well with additional stunning looks and 

it’s a jaguar so it definitely sounds great. The new four-cylinder version entry

model brings an extra dimension to the lineup. 

Although if you’re thinking of a V8 F-type you can obtain a 4×4 for an extra 

£5, 000 more than the rear-wheel-drive variant. This is worth it because it is 

safe without giving up any driving thrills. Jaguar F-Type DesignMany people 
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will be against the four-cylinder engine in the Jaguar. The car weighs 52kg 

less than the V6 F-type with all of that weight lifted from the front of the car. 

This also gives the Jaguar more power to weight not massively. 194bhp per 

tonne in the four cylinders and the V6 210bhp per tonne and additional ride 

and comfort are said to be improved. The 2 litre 296bhp is the most highly 

tuned of all the four cylinders. This also features a new electrohydraulic 

valvetrain with variable lift control. The exhaust manifold and twin-scroll 

turbocharger designs have also been revised to reduce pulsation. This 

reducing turbo lag to almost non-existent according to Jaguar. 

In official terms, the Jaguar will do 0-60mph in 5. 4 seconds. The 

transmission is an eight-speed ZF sourced automatically just driving the rear 

wheels. Trying to tell the difference between the four cylinders and the V6 

and V8 siblings is nearly impossible. This to do with new design of the 

updated bumper and LED headlights which are shared across the rear. 

Looking from behind you’ll notice the chubby exhaust which is in a similar 

style to the Lamborghini Murcielago. Under the body is the suspension which

uses non-adaptive dampers with reduced spring rates. Jaguar prefers the 

lightweight 18inch alloy wheels which are standard. However, the R-Dynamic

models get 19inch alloys. 

Inside the F-typeJaguar has lowered the price into the £50K sports car group 

but that hasn’t taken the luxury out of the car. As you can expect the greater

touring comfort and richer interior ambience from this than some rivals like 

the BMW M2 or TT RS. Although, that is why you will have to be willing to 
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accept the extra weight. This also being a sports car coming up to a GT 

which is at an affordable price point and up against simple sports cars. 
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